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Now in its seventh year, the FranConnect Franchise Sales Index 

Report offers franchisors unparalleled insights into the state of 

franchise development, including guidance on which strategies 

can help leaders increase effectiveness and efficiency.
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1. About This Year’s Data

Unlike other surveys in the marketplace which are derived mostly from self-
reported information, the Sales Index is data-driven content derived from the 
real-world activity of more than 600 of FranConnect’s customers. The data is 
aggregated and anonymized and segmented by size and industry.

Breakdown of brands as represented by Franchise size:

 . Micro-Emerging: 10 locations or less

 . Emerging: 11–75 locations

 . Mid Market: 76–200 locations

 . Enterprise: Over 200 locations
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INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN

1. About This Year’s Data (continued)
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The data are broken down into the nine segments as identified by the 
International Franchise Association. The largest segment is brands in the 
Personal Services space. These include industries such as education, childcare, 
health & fitness, beauty salons, and other personal services. Quick Service 
Restaurants (QSR) includes fast casual dining, while Commercial & Residential 
Services includes industries such as cleaning, lawn care, painting, and 
restoration. Taken together, these three segments represent 60 percent of the 
brands surveyed.
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Across every market segment, there was a meaningful overall decline in lead 
flow. This is attributed to reducing budgets for lead generation and consumer 
uncertainty related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

In past studies, as in this one, enterprise brands have always led the way in leads 
per brand. These larger franchises have several strengths, including better brand 
recognition from their size and overall time in the market, bigger scale, and 
larger budgets for lead generation. 

Yet taking the overall decline as a percentage, Enterprise brands also led the 
way, seeing leads decline by 36%. Brands in the Emerging segment saw nearly 
as steep a drop, with a 34% decline.
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2. Top-of-Funnel Leads
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Broken out by industry, it’s clear there is huge variability in the leads per 
brand. Some segments were relatively flat, such as QSR and Personal Services. 
In particular, The Personal Services segment, which includes industries like 
health & fitness, saw considerable financial strain from government-mandated 
closures—yet counter intuitively, this segment didn’t see as large a decline as 
might have been expected.

Meanwhile, Business Services, which includes industries like staffing, marketing, 
and consulting, saw an enormous decline (72%), making it clear that these 
industries felt like 2020 was not the time to be investing in those kinds of 
growth-oriented services. Retail Products & Services was the one clear winner 
from the pandemic economy.

LEADS PER BRAND BY INDUSTRY

2. Top of Funnel Leads (continued)
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Brands saw a decline in leads by source from nearly every medium, with the 
steepest drops coming from Social Media and Marketing activities. 

Meanwhile, Trade Shows & Conferences actually saw a slight increase in leads 
by source. It appears that the national transition from in-person events to virtual 
ones didn’t diminish interest in franchising. However, the jury is still out as to 
whether these leads actually convert to new business. It could yet turn out to be 
the case that virtual events generate more leads, but of lesser quality.

LEADS BY SOURCE

2. Top of Funnel Leads (continued)
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Deal volume per brand has always favored the 
Enterprise segment. Though that segment saw 
a steep decline of 42.7% in deals per brand in 
2020 compared to the previous year, these larger 
franchises still do more deals than any other 
segment by a significant margin.

Meanwhile, Mid Market brands actually improved by 12% year-over-year, 
showing that there remain many people who are interested in finding security 
and investment opportunities, and that opportunity exists for those who are 
active and willing to pursue them.

3. Franchise Development
Where and how deals close

DEALS PER BRAND
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When segmented by industry there is again much 
variability. Commercial & Residential services took  
a big jump forward in deals per brand, increasing  
by 36%. As people stayed home and took care of 
their properties, there was much opportunity in  
that segment.

But, unsurprisingly, in both segments related to the 
restaurant industry, deals per brand virtually fell off a cliff. In Quick Service 
Restaurants, deals per brand fell by 63%, while in Table Full Service Restaurants, 
deals plummeted nearly 80%.

DEALS PER BRAND BY INDUSTRY

3. Franchise Development (continued)
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DEALS BY SOURCE

Whereas lead generation is dominated by sources such as portals and online 
and digital marketing, when it comes to deal sourcing, sources including 
referrals and franchise referral consultants jump to the fore. 

In 2020, there were big drops in closed deals originating from franchise websites 
and referrals, but referrals from franchise referral consultants meanwhile 
actually rose by 18%. Still, taken together, programs to increase referrals remain 
an enormous and under appreciated source of closed deals. There is no denying 
that franchise referral consultants, in particular, tapped into their brand as 
trusted, objective referring sources in the midst of pandemic-driven uncertainty. 

3. Franchise Development (continued)
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LEADS AND DEALS SOURCING SUMMARY

This view, combining deals and leads into one graph, shows the relative 
effectiveness of each source. It shows that franchise referral consultants, while 
responsible for a lower overall volume of leads, are nevertheless very good at 
bringing in leads which eventually lead to closed deals. Similarly, deals closed 
from portals outstrip the volume of leads generated from portals.

3. Franchise Development (continued)
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Micro-emerging and Mid Market franchisors held 
their own when it comes to close rates, while 
Emerging and Enterprise brands saw significant 
declines. Similar to the data above, the Enterprise 

segment saw the largest drop, from a lead-to-deal ratio of 1.25% in 2019 to 0.9% 
in 2020. With the Mid Market segment improving its performance over 2019, 
that means the win rate for Mid Market actually surpassed Enterprise in 2020.

Regardless of the differences between market 
segments, the relatively small win rate should 
prompt questions about what changes this data 
would suggest. Ultimately, the small win rates mean 
that a lot of budgets expended on growth might 
ultimately be redirected to more productive uses.

4. Efficiency & Effectiveness
Win rates & sales cycle times

It takes nearly 100 
leads to culminate 
in a sale.
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Enterprise in 2020 
in Ratio of Leads to 
Deals Closed
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LEAD-TO-DEAL RATIO BY INDUSTRY

4. Efficiency & Effectiveness (continued)

On an industry basis, lead-to-deal ratios were volatile across industries. Business 
Services more than doubled its win rate, however with the caveat that Business 
Services, as noted previously, saw a large decline in the overall volume of 
leads. Thus, the same universe of sales teams was pursuing fewer leads but still 
managed to close deals, thus considerably increasing the ratio.

Retail Products & Services and QSR have a similar story but in reverse. Retail 
Products & Services saw a sizeable increase in the volume of leads in 2020 
compared to 2019, but franchisors were not yet able to close many of those 
new deals, resulting in a lower win rate so far.

Other factors which could have impacted the win rates across industries include 
the availability of real estate in 2020 and the slowdown in bank lending, which 
was backed up for many months during the COVID-19 pandemic. Still, the 
increase in win rates in some industries is a strong indicator that deals can still 
get done even in challenging environments.
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4. Efficiency & Effectiveness (continued)

Broken down by lead source, the most effective in 
terms of the rate of deals closed is again referrals 
and franchise referral consultants. Both are 
significantly more effective in terms of rate than 
organic growth, website, marketing portal, and social 
media sources.

Put another way, it only takes around 15–20 leads 
from a franchise referral consultant to culminate in 
one closed deal. Compare that to the other end of 
the spectrum, where on social media it takes 1,000 

leads to close one deal. That is a huge indicator that there is room to reallocate 
budgets and change the thinking on how to grow efficiently.

LEAD-TO-DEAL RATIO BY SOURCE

Franchise referral 
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required for each 
deal closed: ~20

Social media leads 
required for each 
deal closed: ~1,000
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TOP 5 PORTALS BY LEAD-TO-DEAL CONVERSION RATE

This chart shows the top five franchise portals in terms of conversion rates, with 
BizBuySell leading both in the overall rate and in the improvement over 2019. 
Franchise Gator also saw significant improvement in conversion rates from its 
leads, while Entrepreneur saw a large decline.

4. Efficiency & Effectiveness (continued)
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Franchise referral consultants deliver a lower overall 
volume of leads but with much higher close rates. 
These are the top five performing franchise referral 
consultants. Four of them saw significant increases 
in deals in 2020 as compared to 2019, with the fifth 
(FranNet) holding steady from the year before.

TOP 5 FRANCHISE REFERRAL CONSULTANTS BY DEALS

4. Efficiency & Effectiveness (continued)
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The data on days from inquiry to close provides an 
unambiguous indication that 2020 was a difficult 
year to close business. Across all market segments, 
the sales cycle nearly doubled. One may have 
thought that with fewer leads coming in sales teams 
may have been able to move faster on the ones 
which did come in. However, this doesn’t appear to 

be the case anywhere, as uncertainty and hesitancy dominated.

A number of leads also entered into the pipeline in the first few months of 2020, 
before the pandemic began, but once those leads got into the system, they 
took a long time to weigh their options and think it through. 

Additionally, the time to process lending for brick and mortar businesses 
lengthened significantly in 2020, as banks were overwhelmed with requests 
related to the PPP program. This delay in financing likely also contributed to the 
inability to close deals quickly in 2020.

4. Efficiency & Effectiveness (continued)
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On an industry-by-industry basis, Retail Food nearly doubled its sales time, 
while Personal Services nearly tripled the number of days to close deals. 
Lodging, meanwhile, nearly quadrupled its sales time.

Commercial & Residential Services, which has been a standout in other 
categories, saw the smallest sales cycle increase in 2020. It was a difficult year, 
but there is every reason to expect that in 2021 the time it takes to close deals 
will come down significantly.

DAYS FROM INQUIRY TO CLOSE BY INDUSTRY

4. Efficiency & Effectiveness (continued)
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The data from our 2020 Sales Index suggest three important takeaways:

1. Be ready for the rebound

Prep your teams and systems to be ready for rapid growth if you want to 
stay ahead. You might already be seeing lead growth, and depending on your 
industry and where you’re based this is going to happen in fits and starts. But 
get your ducks in a row now. Prepare to be nimble and jump on opportunities 
quickly, both in-person and virtually.

2. Never ignore speed-to-lead

Of all the deals that closed, 85.7% were those that were contacted in the first 
4 hours of their expressing interest. Yet 75.4% of franchisors fail to reach that 
goal, and nearly 70% of leads never receive a callback. Speed-to-lead has been 
a crucial factor in closing deals every year, and it remains the case today.

Franchisors who wish to improve on this goal should begin tracking two 
metrics, if they aren’t already: lead-to-booked appointment ratio, and no-shows. 
We’re seeing that 40% of leads who booked appointments did not show for 
those appointments.

3. Incorporate system-wide KPIs

Don’t limit yourself to the “CRM” universe. Look at the performance data across 
your organization. Look for what you can learn about unit-level performance 
to help better target your leads and reform and refine your value proposition. 
If needed, leverage a software platform like FranConnect to get access to, 
and visibility over, the kind of unit-level performance data which can help you 
improve your selling strategy.

5. Conclusion & Takeaways
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